
By Nawara Fattahova

KUWAIT: Various institutions and companies are
trying to spread awareness on protecting and pre-
serving the environment through waste manage-
ment. We have started seeing colorful trash bins to
separate waste in some shopping malls and other
places. Al Hamra tower and shopping mall in Kuwait
City has placed trash bins for four types of waste -
plastic, glass, paper and mixed waste. These con-
tainers are placed in the shopping mall, as well on
the floors of the business tower. 

Montaha Al-Jouhar, Sr Officer - House Keeping
at Al Hamra Real Estate Company, said they

launched this project in 2017, and the containers
were placed in 2018. “In the beginning, people were
not very cooperative and didn’t care much, but
today, after more than three years, visitors and
employees of Al-Hamra Tower are more committed
to separating waste in these different bins, and we
have noticed their positive response,” she told
Kuwait Times.

“We sent informative messages to employees to
segregate their waste, so they are more responsive
than the mall’s visitors. Since I began working here,
I have been very keen to apply waste management,
and we are not done yet. We deal with different
recycling companies that collect the waste from Al-
Hamra free of charge. We just spend on the contain-
ers and the colorful trash bags. We aim to spread
awareness on protecting the environment through
recycling,” added Jouhar. 

Many recycling companies in Kuwait shut down
during the pandemic and even before that, as
waste management isn’t profitable and they could-
n’t survive. Enviroserve Kuwait is one of the com-
panies that works in this field, and they have con-
tainers for collecting electronics and metals at two
locations: The Scientific Center and Jabriya
Cooperative Society.

They also deal with companies and banks, from
where they collect electronic, plastic and paper
waste. “From individuals, we currently only collect
electronics and metals, but will soon add paper and
plastic. We collect electronic waste from individuals
for a fee of KD 5. We collect waste from the
Scientific Center and Jabriya Co-op once a month.
Many people still don’t segregate waste and throw
mixed garbage in special containers, which makes it
impossible to place these containers on public
roads,” stressed Judi, Business Development Officer
at Enviroserve Kuwait.   

“When we were founded in 2018 through the
support of the National Fund for Small and Medium
Enterprises, we were supposed to receive a plot of
land, but this hasn’t been realized till today. We
don’t have full recycling in Kuwait, but we do shred
electronics, while difficult parts are sent to Dubai.
To manufacture new products, we need a melting
plant, which needs a bigger space and land, which is
not available,” she explained.

They mainly collect the waste and sort it. “We
sell some materials to certain companies, which
they recycle and resell. We also produce some
material from the shredding process such as cop-
per, plastic, aluminum and metal. But it’s not 100
percent pure. We sell these raw materials in Kuwait.
Some materials are not recycled in Kuwait such as
glass, wood and others. We also deal with partners
to recycle paper and cardboard, as well as plastic.
We hope that people will get used to separating
household waste,” noted Judi.         
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Photo of the Day

KUWAIT: Kuwaiti traders follow the movement of stock prices at the Boursa Kuwait (Kuwait’s national stock exchange) yesterday. — Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat. 

COVID rocks GCC 
KUWAIT: The Ministry of Health said yesterday
that 2,413 people tested positive for coronavirus
(COVID-19) in the past 24 hours, taking Kuwait’s
caseload to 425,455. The recoveries went up by 264
to 412,749, the Ministry’s Spokesman Dr Abdullah
Al-Sanad said, noting that the recoveries represent
97 percent of the overall infections. Zero death cas-
es registered, keeping the total death toll at 2,469,
he said. There are 11 COVID-19 cases at ICUs,
10,237 others being treated at home and 53 patients
at hospital wards. As many as 27,541 swab tests
have been conducted which raised the total to
6,100,502, Dr Al-Sanad added. 

Saudi, UAE cases
Meanwhile, Saudi Arabia and the UAE had

announced new cases yesterday, crossing the 3,000
and 2,500 cases threshold respectively. According
to the Saudi Health Ministry, cases in the last 24
hours amounted to 3,168, while death increased by
one. The tallies of infections and deaths hit 568,650
and 8,888 respectively. Recoveries hit 544,161 after
608 cases were reported. Also, UAE announced
2,687 cases in the last 24 hours, putting the tally at
777,584. Deaths, in the last 48 hours, stood at a tally
of 2,170.Some 902 patients recovered, putting the
total at 750,156.

Iraq’s Omicron case
Iraq yesterday, announced its first Omicron

COVID-19 variant infections in a number of gover-
norates of the country. Infections were recorded in
Kurdistan and Baghdad with the latter location
including cases amongst foreign diplomats. No
Omicron cases were reported before in Iraq. The
Health Ministry expressed readiness to face the new
wave of the virus with hospitals throughout the
country bracing for impact. — KUNA

Institutions, firms spread awareness on protecting, preserving environment 

Kuwait’s waste management 

AUB distributes
blankets to laborers
in various regions 
KUWAIT: As part of its CSR and voluntary efforts,
Ahli United Bank (AUB) launched a new humanitari-
an initiative. In this initiative the Bank distributed a
number of blankets to cleaners, construction work-
ers and elementary occupations.
Through this initiative, AUB aims
to provide these groups protec-
tion from severe cold weather
and to make them feel warm.

Commenting on this humani-
tarian initiative, Faten Al-
Tameemi; Head of Social Media &
Corporate Social Responsibility
at AUB, said in a press release:
Ahli United Bank has a leading
role in providing support, assis-
tance and care to the needy
groups. The Bank provides this
support to the neediest directly or
in partnership with various civil society institutions.

Al-Tameemi added: This initiative reflects the
Bank’s commitment towards the needy and low-
income groups, who perform essential works in
the service of society. Human and Islamic values
urge us to provide them protection from the
severe cold wave witnessed by the country in
winter. This initiative also aims to promote the
spirit of social responsibility among the Bank’s

employees. It gives them the opportunity to
participate in activities directed at serving the
community.

Al-Tameemi pointed out that AUB is always keen
to strengthen the culture of sustainable social
responsibility. This can be achieved by providing
help and support to the needy people through char-
ities working in the humanitarian field. This can also
be achieved by distributing subsidies to the needy
directly as was done in this initiative.

Al-Tameemi said: Kuwait is a Country of
Humanity, and its people are benevolent. AUB, as

one of the key players in the
Kuwaiti banking sector and in line
with its tireless charitable efforts,
is following the same path in
strengthening high principles of
human solidarity and social cohe-
sion. She emphasized that this ini-
tiative was launched based on the
Bank’s Senior Management
recognition of the importance of
meeting the actual needs of the
community. It also aims to spread
the spirit of solidarity, warmth
and mercy among its members.

Al-Tameemi added that AUB
continues to provide all forms of social and humani-
tarian support to the most needy to help draw a
smile on their faces and bring joy and happiness to
their hearts. The Bank is always keen to remain sup-
portive in alleviating the suffering of all groups of
society that need support under these circum-
stances witnessed by Kuwait and the whole world.
She confirmed that Kuwait humanitarian support
reaches out to all those in need.

Faten Al-Tameemi 


